
No.405

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY

WRITTEN QUESTION

Mr Vowles to the Chief Minister:

Overseas travel undertaken by Hon Willem Westra van Holthe

1. How many official overseas trips to Vietnam has the Hon Willem Westra

van Holthe undertaken since September 2012?

2. Who approved each overseas trip to Vietnam by the Hon Willem Westra

van Holthe?

3. For each trip in (1)above:

(a) What was the purpose of the trip?

(b) What was the itinerary for the trip?

(c) What was the breakup of costs for the trip for each member of the

delegation for:

(i) Travel?

(ii) Accommodation?

(iii) Transfers?

(iv) Hospitality?

4. For each trip in (1)above:

(a) On how many occasions did the Minister take personal leave in

conjunction with the trip?

(b) What was the duration of the personal leave?

(c) Who approved the personal leave?

5. For each trip in (1) above:

(a) Were any gifts given to the Minister?

(b) If so, what gifts were received and what was the value?

6. Would you provide me with all government documentation in relation to

questions (1) to (5) above?



ANSWER

1. The former Minister travelled to Vietnam on 5 occasions since September
2012.

2. The Chief Minister approves all ministerial overseas travel.

3. The attached table summarises all details of the travel.

4. Ministers do not receive recreation or personal leave entitlements;
however Ministers will seek a leave of absence for the purposes of
seeking approval for an Acting Minister to act on their behalf.

5. One gift of two boxes of cigars was declared by the former Minister as
being received from the CT Group, valued at $240,00.

6. All the information that has been requested is included in the attached
table.
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